The JCA DB: Journal Collection Analysis and Evaluation for Outreach and More! by Gustafson-Sundell, Nat & Rusch, Evan
Hello and thanks ER&L for having us. I’m Nat and this is Evan. We’re here to talk about 
journal collection analysis.
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A little bit about us…
We are the largest university in our state system, which excludes the University of 
Minnesota and its campuses. 
Library collection development is not coordinated in our system, although we also have a 
collection development consortium called Minitex. 
Here are the usual stats, but of course everyone here probably has a good sense of how 
meaningless the journals number actually is. We’ll be talking about more meaningful 
journals information in just a moment…
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So let’s get started…
1. At Mankato, we’ve developed a set of methods and tools for collection analysis. 
Collectively, we call those methods and tools the JCA db, which stands for Journal 
Collection Analysis database. The JCA db can match any journals list to any other 
journals list, and any number of journals lists, pretty efficiently. The efficiency of the 
JCA db depends on the number of lists we are combining and the problems we 
encounter in our data sources, which can be few or many.
2. We’ve found that the JCA db is efficient enough and flexible enough to allow us to 
create many different kinds of reports in relatively short time-spans. As a consequence, 
we’ve found that we can apply the outputs of the JCA db to many different areas. 
3. You can see on this slide that we consider Collection Analysis to be an essential support 
function. Collection Analysis supports other library functions such as Collection 
Assessment, for weeding and collection development, and Collection Administration, 
for access and discovery maintenance. This presentation is about how we use collection 
analysis to support collection evaluation, for accreditation and program review, and 
collection outreach, through liaison services.
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You might wonder how we’ve developed the JCA db. Well … actually, the focus of this talk is 
not on how we did it. Suffice it to say:
1. We follow an adapted version of the Prototyping PMLC: see definition on screen.
1. We’ve looped through numerous iterations of development.
2. We used early iterations of this DB for several purposes, mostly focused on 
Collection Assessment. For example, we created a top-down Journals Collection 
Review using the JCA db, as well as a Remote Storage Periodicals Weeding 
report. These early applications of the JCA db helped pay for the further 
development of the DB. They provided proof-of-concept and early cost-
efficiencies which inspired us to continue adapting the DB to new needs.
2. We have pursued our project by employing small, agile, overlapping teams. Actually, we 
avoid big teams like a plague, and we don’t allow existing bureaucratic entities inside our 
teams. We pursue feedback through one-on-one meetings or through presentations, like 
this one. 
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1. You might also wonder how the JCA db functions. But there’s no time here. We’ll 
eventually publish an article specifically on that topic, where we will go into more detail 
about how we use multiple matchpoints, confidence checks, and so on, in order to 
produce our outputs.
2. For our purposes here, I just want to make the point that the JCA db can use any 
journal-related data and can produce many kinds of reports. This talk, however, is 
focused on just one kind of report which has been especially well-developed. For the 
purposes of this talk, we can think of these reports under the broad rubric of liaison 
reports. We think these liaison reports are pretty neat and we like the results we’ve 
achieved by providing a liaison support service. Evan will walk you through the liason
report, and the service, in a moment. 
3. Before Evan takes over, though, I’ll mention some of our jargon, because it’s hard to 
avoid.
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1. We use a subject-area “keylist” as the backbone for our reports. We’ve used 
Indexes, Ulrich’s subject reports, lists of preferred journals from academic 
departments, and Scimago subject lists as keylists. 
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1. We then use mostly automated methods to harvest data from all of the lists we 
want to combine for a report. We generally call these “matchlists.”
1. We  can use any journal related data we’ve so far encountered, 
including holdings data, ILS or LPS acquisitions or other data, vendor 
lists, usage reports, subject lists, local data, and so on.
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1. We then use mostly automated methods to create what we call a “Base Report” 
which includes all of the data or data calculations we want to share with our 
academic departments. 
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1. Finally, we create a derivative report we call a “Prefinished Report” which 
includes a range of data visualizations. We call this report Prefinished because 
Evan, as the liaison service consultant, will take a step further to produce 
Finished reports, such as one-sheeters that are easy to read and digest.
2. The standardized PreFinished reports can be produced in 1 day by a technician, 
while customized reports will take longer, although there are various steps to 
feed and maintain the DB throughout the year, for example, to update data.
1. Evan will now take over and talk you through our process a little more 
slowly
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While the JCA Db can help us to do an overall evaluation of our journal collection, as an 
individual liaison I want information that will help me best serve the academic departments 
and programs I serve. This is a goal of our journal reports and the liaison service, to provide 
our librarian liaisons with information to better serve the departments and programs they 
work with. The first step in creating a report is identifying an appropriate keylist.  A keylist
can be any list of titles that can represent the world of journals for an academic discipline. 
In the simplest form, our reports generated through this service, compare our holdings to 
the overall world of journal literature associated with a discipline. Where do we get these?
1) Scimago: Uses citation data from Scopus to analyze literature in various disciplines.
2) An index, abstracts, or database that shares its list of titles indexed
3) Ulrich’s Periodical Directory
4) Departments may generate their own lists or we find lists in other places. 
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1. Reports utilize Excel spreadsheets, The Base Report the is the initial tab
2. As Nat stated, This gives an overall picture of the data we have matched to the keylist
and allows liaisons or departmental faculty to mine the report for information.
3. One title per row makes it easy to share or display as a list
4. We have incorporated Scimago journal information into the JCA Db, so we can sort 
each list by the SJR number (This is Scimago’s impact indicator, which basically 
expresses a relationship between number of documents published and number of 
citations, with some citations having greater weight.) One visual benefit of this display
is when shared with faculty they will hopefully recognize high impact journals as soon 
as they open the file.
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1.Besides journal title and ISSN the base report begins with data brought in from Scimago. 
Of course not every journal is included in Scimago so these fields would be blank in those 
cases. SJR and H Index derived from Scopus are both evaluative indicators of journal’s 
impact. Scimago provides us with the number of documents published last year and over 
the previous 3 years. They also provide the number of citable docs in a journal over 3 years, 
we connect this information to usage later in the report.
2. Venues can tell us about overlap in access which can aid in collection development 
decision making, but it is also useful to show the number of providers as some journals 
might have full text in 5 different aggregators, but all are from the same vendor. Open 
Access is also listed in the report, which is helpful here in the report since these titles do 
not show up as subscriptions and would otherwise look as if we do not have access.
3. We have included recent interlibrary loan data, which is especially helpful for analyzing 
titles we do not have active subscriptions
4. Current Access is the quick way to see how we get access. Three categories are used in 
this column, a) direct subscription, b) current access via an aggregator, c) some access but 
not current and this also includes sub date end or embargo information. This column is 
drawn from for a number of elements of the prefinished report we will talk about in a bit.
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1. Journal price data has two components, nominal, which is basically the cover price of a 
journal, and its distributed cost which reflects the journals portion of a package or “big 
deal” price.
2. For usage we include the most recent year and data over a 4 year span. This is a nice 
way to quickly scan and see first if usage is strong, but also assess whether it is 
consistent (show Global Environmental Change vs African Affairs) Notice the 
conditional formatting, which provides a quick visual for looking at usage.
3. MSU Impact Indicator is a figure that uses the number of publications mentioned 
earlier and relates that to usage. It is not a perfect indicator since usage reflects all 
years we have for a journal, not just those years counted for number of publications. 
But we will tweak this a bit to try to come to a number that best reflects the 
importance of a particular journal to our patrons.
4. We have cost per use using both nominal and distributed cost. Cost per use has been 
an essential metric used in collection assessment
5. Lastly we have holdings and subscription vendor information. 
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As Nat stated the Pre-Finished portion of the report includes various premade data 
elements that can be easily shared or incorporated into a finished report that a liaison 
might provide a department or accreditors. We can custom make other data elements and 
we are exploring other data visualization tools and options, but let’s walk through elements 
included in the Pre-Finished report
1. Sub Analysis is the first tab, it lets the user quickly see which journals from this keylist
are included in various packages. So if I want to see which geography journals we get 
from our Sage big deal, I can go right to this list. Analyzing how packages of journals or 
big deals serve a discipline is an important component of the Pre-Finished report as we 
will see, so a user might come back to this tab after reviewing the package analysis tabs 
further ahead.
2. We have three tabs focused on access. These show what percentage of journals we 
have access to on this keylist. This metric serves one of the core purposes of creating 
the reports, which is to show how our holdings compare to the world of publications in 
a discipline. The first access-related tab is for titles that we have any access at all, the 
next is for titles with current access and the last for those with direct subscriptions. 
Each of these tabs provide an overall percentage, but they also include a chart that 
breaks the keylist into deciles or tenths. Each decile is represented in order of highest 
SJR number moving left to right on the chart (The SJR number is the same as used on 
the Base Report, so if there were 500 journals in a keylist the first decile would 
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represent the first 50 journals on the Base Report). You can see that in the case of the 
Geography, Planning, and Development keylist, our current access is strongest with the 
highest impact journals, we have current access to 85% of the top decile, and our access 
declines as the impact does.
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As I mentioned earlier, our package analysis tabs provide data or visuals that can help 
assess how our big deals support a discipline. We have 5 tabs with information on our 
journal packages.
1. The first simply shows which vendors have the largest number of journal titles on this 
keylist
2. The second tab shows the number of citable docs per vendor, this provides an 
alternative metric for quantity of coverage for a discipline
3. The third shows how well the vendor is represented in the highest decile of journals on 
the keylist. In this case we are getting at quality and provides an interesting comparison 
to the first two tabs.
4. The fourth tab shows which vendor received the most overall usage in the last year
5. And the last is 4 year usage for journals regardless of platform…so if a journal is getting 
some use in an aggregator, but we have a direct subscription the aggregator number is 
added to the total. 
Each includes a table and pie chart. This next slide shows number of titles per vendor, so an 
example of the first tab.
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So in this example we can see that Taylor and Francis makes up close to half of the keylist
journal titles we have subscriptions to. Let’s compare that to titles in the top decile…so the 
10 percent with the highest SJR number
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We can see that while Taylor and Francis clearly had highest quantity of journal titles, 
Elsevier makes up the highest percentage of high impact journals. Again the Pre-Finished 
Report can be shared directly or the liaison can pull graphics or a table out and use it 
however is best to communicate with their department.
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The next tab shows usage by decile. Not surprisingly, since we have better coverage of high 
profile journals, they are going to have higher usage numbers. That said we see that the top 
decile is heavily used for this discipline. 
The four remaining tabs are all lists of journal titles can be quickly used without having to 
sort from the Base Report.
1. The first is simply a list of the most used journals over the last 4 years
2. The second shows the highest cost per download. This is based on vendor usage not 
overall usage, so if students are finding aggregator access rather than the publisher web 
site, important journals may show up on this list.
3. Third is the keylist sorted by MSU impact indicator
4. And last is what I call vulnerable journals. These are titles that we have current access 
but no subscription. We include usage and MSU Impact Indicator. The goal is help the 
liaison be aware of important titles we are relying on aggregator for access and might 
require us to monitor that title since we are not in control of our access to it.
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To summarize the reports compare our holdings to the world of publications in a discipline 
and provide liaisons and departments easy to consume information about journals in their 
field and evidence about their use. This allows us to see how our campus usage compares 
with the impact of given journals within the discipline. The reports help us assess our 
collections, including looking at how much impact we are getting for the price we pay. It 
helps us analyze which journal packages are important to academic disciplines and which 
would be impacted if we needed to cancel. Lastly the reports can help liaisons identify 
titles that we rely on aggregators for access and may need monitoring to ensure we can 
supply access to our patrons.
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As stated earlier these reports are at the heart of a service we are providing to our liaisons 
so they are armed with information to inform decisions and to improve their work with 
their departments. While we have touched on this throughout the discussion of the 
reports, here are the overarching goals of the service.
1) We want to help liaisons start conversations with their departments. Sometimes 
relationships grow stale, some departments are more engaged with the library then 
others. We hope these reports or components of them can help jump start 
relationships or take strong relationships and conversations in new and exciting 
directions.
2) The information provided supports collection assessment and development. As the 
Library or departments are thinking about adds or cancels we hope these reports can 
help to ensure we are making informed decisions.
3) Every academic department goes through some version of accreditation or program 
review. In likely every case there is some question from reviewers about how the 
Library serves their students. We feel our journal holdings are a strength of our Library, 
these reports can help a department show that it is a strength to their 
reviewers/accreditors. Many of our liaisons are already involved in supporting 
accreditation and program review, we hope these reports can save them time and 
provide new resources to their work in this area.
4) As liaisons we all have anecdotal evidence or personal experiences that shape our view 
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of the disciplines and departments we serve. We hope these reports can help us check 
our assumptions and add to our knowledge of both the field of study and our curriculum, 
ultimately making us better liaisons.
5) We feel this service can help the Library to demonstrate to the campus that we are 
systematic in our analysis of our collections and are good stewards of the budget we are 
given.
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Beyond providing reports, I work with liaisons to support their use of the information we 
provide. Examples of what I do in this role include 
1. Identifying appropriate keylists to use in creating a report. I have gone through each 
academic department or program on campus and identified possible keylists. As time 
allows we may preemptively create reports for departments so there is at least a 
standard report available instantly upon asking for information. This would allow us to 
be especially nimble. 
2. Discuss customizations to the standard reports. For instance if they wanted some 
analysis of the journals we do not have access to, I can manually add information to the 
report
3. I can walk the liaison through the report and provide ideas for sharing that information 
with a department
4. I have created a number of one page documents that provides highlights from the 
report and incorporate data elements from the Pre-Finished reports
5. One thing we would like to do more of as more liaisons share information with their 
departments is to collect information from them about the journals they value or learn 
if there are “vulnerable titles we should monitor
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Here is an example of a simple one sheet finished report that liaison brought with them to 
an academic department meeting. It took 30 minutes to put together by simply bring 
elements from the Pre-Finished report into a Word template. 
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While I believe we will always be looking to improve the reports and the services we 
provide to liaisons and departments there are a few areas we planning to work on in the 
future. 
1) We would really like to improve on data visualization and find ways to display 
information in ways that communicate well to departments. One of our team members 
is experimenting with Tableau and so we are excited to see what ideas he might have to 
improve in this area.
2) We would love to incorporate citation analysis into our reports. Primarily this would be 
identifying the journals our faculty are publishing in, but it could also be an analysis of 
the journals they use in their published research as well as the journals used by grad 
students’ capstone projects.
3) We want to systematically inform and discuss about journal titles of value. We can 
record the results of these conversations and follow up with surveys. This will be 
especially helpful if we get into an environment where we need to make significant 
cuts, having this information in advance can help us better plan and communicate if we 
need to make difficult cancelations.
4) Lastly can this service be built upon to serve collection work outside of journals. 
Collection analysis of our book and eBook collections would be useful and would help 
to improve liaison relationships in disciplines where books are more prominent within 
the discipline. Also as liaisons connect with departments and get feedback or develop 
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successful connections, could we gather that information so it can be shared with all 
liaisons. 
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In addition to expanding the liaison service, we will be applying what we learned from 
developing this mature service to the other functional areas supported by collection 
analysis. For example, we are applying the model of the Base Reports along with the 
methods to create them to a next-generation top down review of our collections.
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We need to thank so many of our colleagues who have helped in the development. Jeff 
Rosamond, Annalis Luck, Pujit Koirala, Zorian Sasyk. And thanks to our early adopters, who 
provided invaluable feedback Lisa Baures, Heidi Southworth, Casey Duevel
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